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What Every Parent Needs to Know About  
Expressing Mother’s Own Milk
Just about every mother who breastfeeds will, at some time, need to express her milk. The question then 
becomes “how?”  Is a pump the answer? Is hand expression better? The answer—like so much about 
parenting—is “It depends.”

Even if you’ve listened to the “Born to be Breastfed” podcasts about pumps and hand expression,  
you may not be sure what’s right for you. 

This worksheet is intended to help you consider both possibilities.

If yes,  
check ✓  
below.

Hand Expression Electric Pump
If yes, 

check ✓ 
below.

I frequently use my hands to perform simple tasks. I frequently use a device when performing simple tasks. 

I don’t like the idea of being hooked up to a machine. I don’t like the idea of handling my breasts.

I worry about losing electricity. I rarely lose electricity; it’s not a big deal.

I struggle to find an accessible electrical outlet in my home  
or elsewhere.

I have convenient access to an accessible electrical outlet 
anywhere I typically go. 

I can find an outlet, but I often need to use an extension cord. I have easy access to an outlet for my devices and related accessories.

I frequently travel by plane—in the US. I seldom travel by air—in the US.

I frequently travel by plane—overseas.   I never, or seldom, travel overseas. 

I believe I can get a good volume of milk using hand 
expression.

I believe that a good pump expresses more milk than I would 
get by hand. 

I have a difficult time trying to find a pump flange that fits well. I can easily find a pump flange that fits well.

Using hand expression, I can express all of my milk within  
10 to 15 minutes. 

Using a double pump, I can express all of my milk within 
10 to 15 minutes.

Finding time to set up, pump, and cleanup is a challenge 
for me at work.

Time is not an issue for me.

I am aware that, with clean hands, hand expression breeds 
very few germs.

I know the CDC’s guidelines for cleaning my pump parts and 
equipment.

I have access to several good resources for learning hand 
expression, including videos, books, and expert help.

I have access to several good resources for using my pump, 
including videos and expert help.

I feel empowered when I don’t have to rely on a gadget. I like having a machine to make tasks easier for me. 

I like that hand expression takes only a container to collect 
the milk, and containers to store it.

I find it easy to keep track of pump parts  
(including two sets of collection parts, if desired).

Whether you express by hand or with a pump: 
n Massaging the breasts can be very helpful, whether you are hand 

expressing, or pumping. 
n	Try expressing milk on one side, while feeding the baby on the other side 
n	Use relaxation techniques 

Some helpful resources:
n https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EnI6NwHyTsQ
n https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jy5L994NBm8
n http://www.themilkinmama.com/video/the%20basics 
n https://www.cdc.gov/healthywater/hygiene/healthychildcare/ 

infantfeeding/breastpump.html 

Final Thoughts
n	Be aware that all pumps are not the same. Your experience may vary widely between makes/models of pumps—battery pumps versus electric,  

single pumping versus double, and so on. 
n	Ultimately, you’ll want to use the approach that works for you—hand expression, breast pump, or a combination of the two.
n	Get answers to more of your breastfeeding questions at mariebiancuzzo.com 

Information contained in this resource is NOT intended as medical advice and does not replace a one-on-one relationship with a qualified health care provider. 


